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Step by Step 

 

1.  Gather all the participants of the group in a big space where they are free to move. 

2. Ask to one of the participants to express his / her point of view on one question 
relative to the meeting purpose. 

3. Ask to the rest of the group to move around the room according to the level of 

agreement with the opinion expressed. They should move towards the person in cas

they agree and move away if they do not agree with him / her. 

4. Take a few second to observe how people positioned themselves around the room. 

5. Look for eventual isolated subjects, whose opinion always differs from the rest of the 

group.  

6. Ask the isolated person to verbalize his / her opinion 

7. Ask to the rest of the group if there is at least one element of this person ideas that 

they share.  

 

Often there will be someone that will share at least partially the opinion of the isolated 

person, who will feel more accepted in the group. Even in cases where there is no way of 

finding an agreement with the isolated opinion the person will feel he / she has been heard 

and will consider him / herself again as part of the group
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